A novel weight-driven ATN-based SQL sentence generator to accommodate AI-based Reinforcement Learning
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Abstract—This paper presents a novel approach for generating SQL queries through a weight-driven framework using a modified ATN of ANTLR4’s runtime components. Our objective is to enhance ATN capabilities for SQL generation by incorporating the functionality to accommodate adaptive learning solutions. We successfully designed and implemented a system that assigns weights to ATN transitions, including token weight assignment when presented with multiple valid tokens to choose from whilst traversing set-transitions. These weights have interfaces for dynamic adjustments based on heuristics and user-defined strategies. Our methodology involves modifying ANTLR4’s core components to include weight management and traversal algorithms. We leverage heuristics to guide weight adjustments, addressing loop structures and recursive depth control in a system controlled by weights. Additionally, we establish mechanisms for weight persistence and optimization. Experimental evaluation using a simplistic SQL grammar demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach. We observe that weights can steer the parsing process towards desired outcomes, and that convergence occurs as the exploration-exploitation balance is optimized through parameter tuning. This research lays the groundwork for integrating reinforcement learning with our weight-driven ATN system. This holds promise for tackling complex challenges in structured data analysis that might not be readily apparent through human inspection alone. While our current work primarily focuses on heuristics, future efforts will explore the next stage of our research to further enhance the decision-making capabilities of our framework using reinforcement learning.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SQL Language is present virtually in almost any information system along the world. The usage of generative AI to build effective SQL sentences for a given purpose will be a powerful feature to allow AI to optimize the decision making process of any SQL-based software component. A way to achieve such generation of SQL sentences is using non-deterministic push down automata. However, these are normally associated with parsing requiring a form of input. Generating output when no input is given can raise questions as to how it is done. Our past research [1] was capable of accomplishing this task, as have others [2], [3].

The world has become inter-connected at the macro and micro levels through increasing IoT development and edge based compute solutions. Conversely, with an exponentially growing demand in such devices, data storage requirements evidently rise as well requiring more efficient databases capable of handling large amounts of structured data. Having a solution to automate SQL becomes much more critical, but only when true autonomy can be utilised. Such autonomy would provide solutions through adaptive learning, which we feel highlights the significance of exploring this method for generative AI.

Our research provides a means for expanding our knowledge and enabling AI based SQL generation. SQL is one of the most widely used languages for interacting with relational database management systems. A survey conducted by jet-brains [4] put SQL in 4th place at 52 percent usage in the last 12 months from respondents. This highlights an importance for exploring ways in which we can improve it. Additionally, our research when compared and contrasted against our main use case, it has potential to radically change the way in which we interact with a RDBMS (Relational Database Management System).

In doing so it presents problems, such as semantic ambiguity misalignment’s, including issues surrounding recursive nesting which requires complex mitigation implementations to ensure a coherent output is generated. Ambiguity in the context of computational linguistics has been a universal obstacle which many parsers try to mitigate when computing languages. A sentence or statement can be expressed in various ways and be syntactically correct, yet semantically incorrect.

Different left to right parsing algorithms such as the top down LL(K) (leftmost derivation) algorithm, and bottom up LR(K) (rightmost derivation in reverse) where k represents a number of lookaheads. These algorithms are used to mitigate this problem using contextual decisions during parse tree construction. Using these techniques can aid in ascertaining the sequences better aligned with previously acquired context.

Parser generators such as ANTLR4 [5] build a special data structure known as an ATN (Augmented Transition Network).
Our research explores methods for implementing a novel weight-based system through the direct adaptation of the ANTLR4 parser generators ATN runtime components. This weight system allows us to research different ways in which weights can play a role in smarter guided decision-making outcomes through added heuristics within stochastic environments for the generation of SQL statements. Additionally, this permits us a further opportunity to explore ways to integrate AI functionality using Reinforcement Learning by means of a policy network. This can be achieved by directly mapping states to actions in a stochastic environment which is optimal for such an expansive language such as SQL. Usability can also be extended through its ability to generate not only SQL, but any language which is defined in an EBNF (Extended Backus Naur Form) format. In regards to our EBNF SQL grammar, this pertains to the syntactic structure of which constitutes a DQL (Data Query Language), DDL (Data Definition Language) and DML (Data Manipulation Language) statements. Having these pre-defined grammars provides us with syntactic knowledge beforehand, resulting in an expected reduction in the state space where syntax does not require a solution for correcting.

This novel approach can have many use cases applied. One such use case we are aiming to target resides within the scope of detecting network attacks hidden within large amounts of network flow information. This can be done by basing the rewards on the accuracy the statement has with the appropriate attack metrics using SQL functionality to select large amounts of data for analyses through novel metric generations. Furthermore, optimisations can be achieved through its ability to generate more efficient SQL statements reducing the computational overhead on an RDBMS (Relational Database Management System). This can enable us to provide solutions for innovative optimisation techniques going beyond traditional SQL statements when selecting and or modifying data more effectively. Our research aims to contribute to the body of knowledge through these innovations beyond the state of the art with these contributions:

- **Design and implementation of a novel weight-driven ATN-based SQL sentence generation framework to enable AI optimisation through adaptive learning.**
- **Extend traditional ATN functionalities for accommodating AI use cases through ATN extensions.**
- **A novel framework for creating and utilising AI based Reinforcement Learning using our extended ANTLR4 component.**

This manuscript is structured in this order. Section 2 looks into the current and previous research in augmenting automata using weight-based decisions for optimisations. Section 3 will discuss the methodology applied using a sequence of processes required to establish the interfaces needed for guiding generation traversal using weights. These will be broken down and expanded upon to explain concepts and our chosen implementations in greater detail with their corresponding justifications. Section 4 will highlight our results from validating the tools ability to generate SQL, with a focus on heuristics and logic
functionality. Section 5 will go into our conclusions with section 6 acknowledging external funding which has allowed us to do this research.

II. RELATED WORKS

Implementing a weight system into automata is not something new, it is considered an optimisation solution for certain application use cases. Chatterjee et al [8] conducted research on probabilistic semantics associated with quantitative automata. Each transition would be assigned a rational number with each weight being aggregated into a single value for each traversal. What is interesting is the authors want to move away from asking if something will happen, to how likely it is to happen. This probabilistic lens helps push automata theory where complex systems can be understood through new methods of analysis. Another study with a similar focus by Jakub et al [9] has gone further into non-deterministic weighted automata and probabilistic semantics. The study looked at how the value of a word can be determined over the sum of weights and limit average over infinite runs. Results showed probabilities to be rather unpredictable at times and complex with some values being irrational and transcendental.

Manfred et al [10] introduced a new normal form for push-down automata, which is the same type of automata used in ANTLR4. The authors refer to it as a “Simple reset push-down automata” where limited access to the stack is applied using only 3 commands. Their results showed this type of weighted push-down automata is capable of recognizing context-free languages and is capable of generating algebraic power series. There can be many benefits to implementing weights into an automaton. One such study, albeit much older was by Hafner et al [11] which used weight-based finite automata for compression on images and video. Within this context, it was used to ascertain if a range block should be approximated or subdivided to optimise the encoding procedure by carefully making the correct decisions.

Despite many of these interesting approaches which showcase a variety of solutions whereby weighted automata can be beneficial, there still lacks much research around non-deterministic push-down automata with weight capabilities and AI.

III. METHODOLOGY

Much of the underpinning methodology of this research rests upon the notion that by implementing a novel weight system into ANTLR4 ATN runtime components, it will enhance its generative capabilities through heuristics and stochastic decision strategies. This objective is further explored by extending ways in which ATN usage within ANTLR4 can benefit from artificial intelligence through adapting its code for interfacing functionality. See, Fig.2, which helps conceptualise the overall methodology used to generate SQL and retain knowledge supported by our novel ANTLR4 ATN weight system.

The top highlights an EBNF grammar rule to generate simple SQL queries. The bottom is a ATN graph to be traversed that maps such rule. The ATN in Fig.2 highlights the various node types and transitions. Some are weighted (denoted in red) as a result of their non-deterministic action space.

In the context of a full grammar as opposed to just one basic sample rule, all weights and the logic required to compute them underlines the scope of our novel weight systems capability. Furthermore, the actions taken, whether it is from token selection or transitions, all must be normalised. This normalisation ensures that when decisions are being made they are done so in a way in which probability can be utilised if required.

A. ATN Weight Architecture

ANTLR4’s runtime includes the ATN package which contains all the components used to construct the graph from its grammar. ATN graphs are comprised of nodes, transitions, and rules. Each node type is unique in its behaviour and position within the ATN. The behaviour each node expresses will have a varying degree of influence on the weights, thus when opting for a heuristic based influence for optimisation, they must logically conform to the states behaviour when mapped to a numerical value or algorithm. This will directly influence weight optimisation unique to the state and all transitions belonging to it.

To enable this functionality we modified ANTLR4’s codebase whilst ensuring all components maintained their original functionality. Fig 3 shows some of the newly included classes which are colored in grey, whereas those in green are our adaptations to the original class source code. The name of the methods is almost self-explanatory and will allow any interested reader to understand their purpose.

Additionally, we opted to have a duo purpose design to help demonstrate the weight system reacting to different environmental influences. This enabled us an opportunity to explore two methods of traversal, with the first focusing on optimisation through a heuristic based influence, whereas the second caters more towards API utilisation.

B. Weight implementation and management

Weight integration is achieved through implementing a new weight array within the “ATNState” class ensuring all nodes have this functionality, regardless of its type. Each ATNState can be considered a control room where much of the weight systems is dynamically adjusted. This makes sense, see Fig.4 which highlights its significance as the only one capable of accessing all possible transition actions at runtime. Furthermore, for RL (Reinforcement Learning) integration an immediate reward property can be used if non-episodic (epoch) weight optimisation is preferable.

One may ask why all node and transition types are targeted as opposed to only classes inherited from the “DecisionState” class. Firstly, the unique node types are used as indicators during traversal which can make use of further heuristics. The weight system is universal throughout the ATN sub-graphs. Lastly, our justification for weighting all transition types is...
integration using external methods for optimising the weights. However, we are aligning both as closely as possible. With reinforcement learning integration we felt the full environment should be captured allowing us to modify the Transition class of ANTLR4’s runtime which ensures all transitions contain such a property. It is only during weight initialization that any deterministic state transitions will have all weight values set to a value (e.g. 1.0) through its associated state object. This ensures we do not have any sparsity in the weights logged from start to finish.

Our justification for having a fixed size array of weights for each transition can be considered a functional requirement for allowing AI techniques that impose fixed input sizes as well
as for limiting the memory footprint request. This size is a parameter that can be modified in the time where the ATN is being generated thus does not impose any hard limitation to the proposed architecture. As mentioned, a state can be visited multiple times, thus having an array of weight histories per transition is essential. It also serves as a solution for a fixed input policy network.

This fixed size can be determined at an earlier stage with our API (Application Programming Interface). Maintaining an accurate visitation count required an additional property within the ATN state object called a *visitation index*, see Fig.5. This counter serves as a heuristic which provides a few benefits. This is where every visitation increments the counter by one. How this relates to the transitions of the ATN state object and its weight history array is through the counters value at the point of visitation. This dictates the index of the arrays weights of each transition ensuring they all align for that particular visitation. It can also be used to track a change in weight values over time within the same SQL sentence generation.

**C. Heuristic aid for loop structures**

The use of certain notation with grammars such as kleene star/plus dictate the repetition of a sequence within the SQL grammar. This sequence presents itself as a loop. We opted for utilising a counter property, see here Fig.6, which is unique to the object which tracks the iteration count. The difference between both star-loop-entry and plus-block-start states is the point in which a decision is made. The higher the loop count goes, reductions in that weight is calculated to avoid its overuse.

**D. Heuristic Depth influence on recursive traversal**

Recursion can offer powerful capabilities for generating more complex SQL. This is especially true in the way SQL can nest its own statements. However, unless there is a means to control the recursion, it can easily become problematic and fail to complete. See Fig.7 which helps illustrate how recursive depth can influence the weights. As depth increases, complexity grows, therefore anything more than a depth of 2 results in the weight being reduced. This is applied repeatedly with the aim to make that transition into a recursive rule less appealing. Consequently, the other weight will increase, thus ensuring we discourage bad choices while steering towards better ones.

**E. Weight Persistence**

We serialize all weights including sub-classes acting as composites to the ATNState. Firstly, we instantiated a new class type which very closely mirrors the ATNState structure, but differs in how weights are stored making it easier for us to manage. Secondly, we instantiate a new serialized transition class associated to our serialized state. Lastly, we check which type of transition it is, as this dictates whether or not we need to factor in a weighted token, or if a set, multiple weighted tokens. As a result, all the weights are persistent in a file and we are able to store and re-load them into the ATNs.

**F. Weight optimisation through direct updates**

The process for updating weights is multi-step. Any delta value added to the weights will impact the other weights
available in the same transition or node by affecting the normalization process. How? The weights will redistribute the difference and then re-normalize. See Fig.8 and let "W" represent our weights. Let "actionChosen" represent the index which points to the weighted value within "W". We must add our delta to the value while ensuring we do not go above 1 and below 0, hence the use of the max function from within the min function. Let "adjustment" represent the difference between the updated value and the original value. This is important for factoring in redistribution. Let "adjustmentPerWeight" represent the calculated adjustments per weight to compensate for the change. Finally, let "Wi" represent the adjustment made to each weight while ensuring the new value does not go below 0 or above 1.

G. Weight Traversal Process

Algorithm 1: Heuristic Traveler Navigation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data: startState, learningRate, epsilon, minEpsilon, decayRate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Result:</strong> Path of the transverse through states using heuristic approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/* Instantiate HeuristicTraveler */ traveler ← HeuristicTraveler(startState, learningRate, epsilon, minEpsilon, decayRate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>while true do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/* Get current state */ currentState ← traveler.getOnState()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/* Move onto transition from current state */ traveler.moveOntoTransitionFrom(currentState)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/* Get target state after transition */ targetState ← traveler.moveToTargetState()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/* Set new state as the current state */ traveler.setOnState(targetState)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our Heuristic Traversal handles much of the systems decision making. See Alg.1 which provides the pseudo code for the main loop. Please be aware that a lot of abstraction is used when each of these methods are called. The "HeuristicTraveler" class is instantiated which expects 5 arguments. These arguments are:

1) (Start State) - A numeric value which instructs our system the state we will begin traversing from.
2) (Learning Rate LR) - A float value which dictates the amount of increase and decrease when optimising a weight.
3) (Epsilon) - This is another float value which is used to balance exploration vs exploitation.
4) (minEpsilon) - This is a float value which sets the minimum value epsilon can reach.
5) (decayRate) - The decay rate is a float value which gets factored into our weight optimisation calculation.

IV. RESULTS

The specifications for our test-bed can be seen in Table III. Although the specifications are somewhat high in terms of performance, they do not indicate the requirement needed for computing the tests. GPU usage did not factor into our test from a lack of AI integration. We instead opted to first approach the heuristic influence on transition selection and weight adjustment. The operating system used was Windows 10. The most significant column in Table III is the "lang" column, which indicates the primary language used to implement our modifications and additions to ANTLR4's codebase. We used openjdk-17 within the integrated development environment "intellij". We implemented these into the newest release of ANTLR4s source code.

For the test results please see Table I. The first four columns from right to left were the parameters chosen before traversing the weighted ATN. Our time column represents time taken to generate the SQL within a second. The epsilon stop column provides us the value epsilon was at when we stopped. This became useful as it allowed us to ascertain if the minimum epsilon constraint was met, including an insight into the balance of exploration vs exploitation. The last column provides the output SQL generated from traversing the weighted ATN. The main intent of our experiment was to observe how the generated SQL changed over time as the epsilon value decreased. A high epsilon value is typically used to encourage more exploration. This simply equates to a greater amount of random choices being made at each decision state until convergence is reached. This convergence is a result of the decay rate reducing the epsilon value over time. This results in random decisions becoming less favourable, whilst opting for an exploitable based approach instead during transition selection. Our exploitation is implemented by simply choosing the weight with the highest value.

For testing purposes we opted to use a simplistic SQL grammar. This provided us with more control and capabilities for altering the grammar if needed. Each row indicates a full run from start to finish.

The results show that using weights can indeed be an effective method for generating SQL. What is more revealing, is that once minimum epsilon was reached, the weights of the transitions being chosen become more solidified, meaning the heuristics and strategy we deployed does have an observable impact. This signifies that using this approach when epsilon minimum is reached, and if "col1" was chosen, then that would be the preferred transition the token is associated with for the rest of the visits. This is the result of it containing the weight with the maximum value.

To ensure that normalization was working as intended, we used some of our adapted code to get the ATN to return the states and transitions chosen which produced the generated output. See Table II for reference. Of the first row and first column, it shows all encountered weights with a value of 1.0. This validates our logic when dealing with deterministic paths where you only have one choice, thus the maximum weight is applied during initialisation. Most will be epsilon transitions. However, those in column two which are inside an array highlight the transition weights which were made available at that point during traversal. From this we summed
The weights to ensure they did not go beyond 1. The third column denotes the success in green. The last row and reason we see No in the last column in red is because State 1 is the stop state and an end has been reached.

Another validation check we wanted to ensure worked as intended was with our weighted tokens. These apply the same type of logic transitions use for normalization. We collected this data through the serialized JSON output and picked a object in the JSON array. See Table IV which can be represented as a set transition. The numbered columns represent the index position of that tokens array. We align the indexes for repeated usage, thus its imperative the values are aligned and normalized correctly. Our sample demonstrated the validation of our logic which shows correct normalization with their aligned indexes.

### V. Conclusions

The findings from our tests were positive highlighting the ATN with weight capabilities and added heuristics can indeed be used as a method for decision making when generating SQL. We also validated our modifications to ANTLR4’s source code, showing correct weight normalization and alignment with their corresponding weight indexes.

We do recognise the limitations of our tool at the present surrounding the semantic issue. We feel that semantics will always be a persistent problem if opting for a heuristic only based approach. This would inevitably require greater study to ascertain the most effective heuristics to use, including where, when and how they influence the weights during traversal of the ATN.

This raises an important aspect of our research surrounding a system which can enable reinforcement learning. With our
uniquely designed and modified version of ANTLR4, we can now begin the process of integrating a full reinforcement learning solution for decision making. The knowledge gained throughout this research strengthens our belief that a form of Reinforcement Learning integration with our novel weight system can go beyond providing efficient SQL, but instead may solve complex issues within large amounts of structured data not easily perceived through human analyses. We also acknowledge the subject area and the difficulty in truly conceptualizing the inner workings of the full system. Because of this, we have created detailed 3d visualisations to help better contextualise our research, see here [12].
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